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All about Natural Fancy Coloured Diamonds
On-line versus Off-line
Today, many jewellery and diamond
traditional companies, like Tiffany or
adding an Internet retail site to their
diamond portals, however, exists only

suppliers are available on-line. On the one hand, there are
Wempe, that have reacted to changing buyer behaviour by
typical retail outlets. The newest generation of jewellery and
on the web. Yorxs AG is one example.
Yorxs AG
The company was started in 2012 with the
objective of becoming the leading on-line
portal of “loose diamonds and diamond
jewellery”. Yorxs AG was financed by the
venture capital firm, High-Tech Gründerfond
(HTGF), the K5 venture capital firm and
private funding. The founders are Sven
Kielgas, Dr. Joachim Giehl and Casimir Graf
von Maltzan, a trained diamond expert and
expert in antique jewellery.
The Target Audience
The Frankfurt-based agency Triple Sense
Reply noted in studies that most on-line
stores are heavily male dominated. This is
also true for the Yorxs site. The home page
presents facts and benefits against a plain
white background: prices up to 70%
cheaper than retail, independent expert
advice, 100 day return policy, as well as
technical details like a price radar and ring
configurator that speak more to men than
to women.

According to S. Kielgas, Yorxs wants to reach “’ascension’ oriented, successful people”, “who
already proven their performance but now want to go further but do not want to be cheated.
men have no desire to be hauled into a jewellery store during what little spare time they might
and where they cut a poor figure. We offer them the convenience of being able to buy easily
their office. We want to be a brand for smart consumers who can afford the product and who
to know what they are buying.”
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The condescending tone used towards the classic retailers is characteristic of the way this company
promotes itself. They create the impression that traditional retailers offer poor service, provide little
transparency and charge excessive prices. The legend of the original idea was built on these
allusions.
The Business Model
Yorxs AG’s business model is simple: "no middlemen, no stock, no capital costs, no fixed costs for
expensive shop rents and sales staff, and no increased security costs". Accordingly, the company
advertises diamond prices up to 70% cheaper than those of the IDEX (International Diamond
Exchange), the average worldwide retail jewellery prices that are calculated monthly. "In reality, you
will still find significant differences, as the average German price is well above the world price." In
addition, a "Best Price Guarantee" is offered. If the customer can find the same diamonds at a
cheaper price, Yorxs will undercut that price by 1%. Emphasis is especially placed on outstanding
value for money.
Quality Standards
Yorxs claims that its quality standards belong "to the most sophisticated in the world of jewellers".
Accordingly, all diamonds offered by Yorxs are pre-selected according to strict quality criteria and
certified by the GIA, the HRD or the IGI.
As specialists in Natural Fancy Coloured Diamonds, we decided to randomly compare the coloured
diamonds offered for sale by Yorxs AG with those offered on the databases for diamond dealers like
RapNet or IDEX. We found that many of the stones offered by Yorxs actually come from these
sources. Although this is, of course, not illegal, the company does suggest to its customers that its
diamonds were personally selected by Yorxs AG’s experienced professionals.
We might wonder then, have the Yorxs experts
ever even seen any of these diamonds before online purchase by a customer? Jewellers and
goldsmiths personally and professionally examine
any diamond before selling it to a customer.
An "Exciting" Diamond Search
We wanted to know how to buy Natural Fancy
Coloured Diamonds with Yorxs, so we went on
their website and followed the link "Colored
Diamonds" under the menu item "Diamonds"
More than 9 000 stones were offered for sale!
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During our research, we noticed several inaccuracies and inconsistencies. First, we noticed that all
the example images, whether the cut was round, pear, princess, etc., always showed the same
stone – sometimes showing a more intense colour, sometimes a slightly paler one. In nature, stones
usually look different. It is not stated that the pictures are only samples.
Furthermore, we found that the promised certificate
would not open for many diamonds. In that case,
the customer must trust the description provided by
Yorxs. When it was actually possible to view the
certificate, however, in certain cases, we observed
serious discrepancies between the certificate and
the description:
Thus, we found examples where the colour
specified by Yorxs did not match. A 5.21 ct
"Deep Brown Baguette Diamond" was described
in the GIA certificate as “Fancy Dark Orange
Brown” and another 4.09 ct "Deep Brown
Baguette Diamond" was graded by the GIA as
“Fancy Dark Yellowish Brown”. Apart from the
fact that each additional colour changes a
diamond, the diamond experts at Yorxs do not
seem to attach any particular importance to the
difference between “Deep” and “Dark”.
Moreover, this time concerning cuts, the stones
were not actually baguettes, but rather radiant
cuts described on the GIA certificate as “Cut
Cornered Rectangular Modified Brilliant”. On
the Yorxs website, we found the following
information concerning the baguette cut:
“Baguette: also often called radiant. Octagonal
shape with star facets underneath”. This
statement is incorrect as is clearly shown on
the illustrations below.
Even worse, we found an example of a 1.71 ct
"Light Gray Brilliant Diamond," whose colour is
specified on the IGI Certificate as Light Grayish
Brown. The international rules for colour grading
indicate that the main colour of a diamond is always
mentioned last, so this, in fact, is not a gray
diamond, but a grayish brown diamond.

Baguette

Radiant
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RapNet

The confusion surrounding the names of the colours is also
apparent on the database reserved for dealers. One might
assume that the professionals who buy there know how to
read a certificate, yet Yorxs basically presents the same
inaccuracies
or incorrect
statements
without
any
verification. We did not find any indication of how the
colour terms are to be understood on the Yorxs site, so the end user can not appreciate the
difference between "Light Gray" and "Light Grayish Brown".
Conclusion
A customer who wants to find a Natural Fancy Coloured Diamond on the Yorxs website should be
happy to be already sitting on his couch with his laptop because he will spend a long time looking.
Processing the massive amounts of information is likely to be more exhausting than enlightening
and unlikely to lead to a well-informed purchase decision.
The inaccurate or incorrect statements about Natural Fancy Coloured Diamonds used without
verification on the dealer database show little evidence of expert and trustworthy care in dealing
with these rare gemstones. The focus is not on knowledge, experience and passion, but on the price.
We suggest you read our article on pricing, "Really Cheaper? Natural Fancy Coloured Diamonds on
the Net", in this newsletter.
Our Opinion
Using on-line databases of Natural Fancy Coloured Diamonds can be a way to locate a stone. In
order to make a real purchase decision, though, a coloured diamond, as opposed to a colourless
diamond, must be examined in person. This is possible with a goldsmith or jeweller. Here, the
customer also benefits from the jeweller’s personal commitment and expert advice - a clear
advantage over on-line retail.
By the way, in an interview the founders of Yorxs recently announced that they wanted to go "offline" by creating "info-shops".
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